Intracellular distribution of rotavirus structural proteins and virus-like particles expressed in the insect cell-baculovirus system.
The production of virus-like particles (VLP) is of interest to several fields. However, little is known about their assembly when they are expressed in insect cells, as it occurs in conditions different to those of native virus. Knowledge of the localization of recombinant proteins and of the site of accumulation of VLP can increase the understanding of VLP assembly and be useful for proposing production strategies. In this work, the rotavirus proteins VP6 and the fusion protein GFPVP2 were expressed in High Five insect cells. Recombinant proteins and rotavirus-like particles (RLP) were located and visualized by confocal, epifluorescence and electron microscopy. Single-layered (sl) RLP (conformed by GFPVP2) accumulated in the cytoplasm as highly ordered aggregates. In contrast, VP6 formed fibrillar structures composed of various tubes of VP6 that were not associated to microtubules. Coexpression of GFPVP2 and VP6 altered the distribution of both proteins. VP6 formed aggregates, even when all other conditions of individual protein expression remained unchanged. Double-layered (dl) RLP were observed in dense zones of the cytoplasm, but were not in ordered aggregates. It was determined that the assembly of both slRLP and dlRLP occurs intracellularly. Accordingly, strategies for the optimum assembly of dlRLP should guarantee that each cell produces both recombinant proteins.